MYLAPS BibTag

The MYLAPS BibTag will be used during this event for timing and scoring. On the back of your bib number (the bib) you will find an electronic chip (the tag) and a foam spacer. BibTag makes timing very simple for the runners - all you have to do, is correctly wear your bib number.

Tips for a guaranteed correct timing:

- **Wear the bib number visible on the chest.** Do not cover the bib number with your jacket or with your hands while crossing the mats at the start, split or finish line. These mats receive the signal from your BibTag by direct line of sight, so nothing should be placed in between your bib number and the mat blocking the signal.
- **Do not fold or crinkle your bib number,** especially not the tag.
- **Use four pins** on the corners of the bib number, do not pierce the tag.
- **Do not remove the foam spacer.** The foam increases the detection rate of your tag.

The tags do not have to be collected after the race, you can keep the bib with tag as souvenir or it can be thrown away with the regular waste.